Grade – XII A

S.No
1.

Date:-

Subject
English

Holiday Homework
Solve unseen passages on page 26, 28 & 31(Evergreen pull out
worksheet)
Writing Section - Notice writing - complete Assignment 3, page 128,
question - 1, 2,3 & 4
Assignment -4, page- 128- questions - 5, 6, 7 & 8.
Page -180 question 1,
Assignment 11- question -2
Page 218, assignment 25, q.1
Page 259, assignment- 36, q.2.
All work to be done in pull out worksheets vol.1

2.

Physics

Holiday homework for class 12
Complete following physics practical in lab manual

1.To determine resistivity of wires by plotting a graph between
potential difference versus current.
2.To find resistance of a given wire / standard resistor using metre
bridge.
3.To verify the laws of combination (parallel) of resistances using a
metre bridge
4. To convert the given galvanometer (of known resistance and figure
of merit) into a
voltmeter of desired range and to verify the same.
5.To find the focal length of a convex lens by plotting graphs between
u and v or
between 1/u and 1/v.
6.To find the focal length of a concave lens, using a convex lens.

7.To determine angle of minimum deviation for a given prism by
plotting a graph
8. To draw the I-V characteristic curve for a p-n junction diode in
forward and reverse
bias.
Activities to be written in Milky file
1.1. To identify a diode, an LED, a resistor and a capacitor from a
mixed collection of
such items.
2. To observe refraction and lateral deviation of a beam of light
incident obliquely on a
glass slab.

3. To study the nature and size of the image formed by a (i) convex
lens, or (ii) concave
mirror, on a screen by using a candle and a screen (for different
distances of the
candle from the lens/mirror).
4. To measure resistance, voltage (AC/DC), current (AC) and check
continuity
of a given circuit using multimeter.
5. To assemble a household circuit comprising three bulbs, three
(on/off) switches, a
fuse and a power source.
6. To assemble the components of a given electrical circuit.

3.

Chemistry

4.

Maths

Do activities in your maths manual
*From chapter 1*
Activity-1
Activity-2
Activity-3
Activity-4
*From chapter 2*
Activity-1
Activity-2

5.

Biology

1#Make a project on 'ANY ONE', of the following Topic from Biology
Lab Manual and wirte the experiment 1 ,2,3,4,5 in biology lab manual .
#write all these questions in fair note book
Question 1 Any seven Differences between Embryo and Endosperm?
Question 2 Difference between egg cell and secondary nucleus?
Question 3 Any five Difference between pollination and fertilization ?

#Project File Work(explaination of working model ) and working model
is circulatory system (Heart).

6.

I. P

Prepare a digital Presentation on all topics of *Introduction to Computer
Networks*
(Unit-3) and also make a soft & hard file for the same.

7.
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Physical Education
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Principal

